
 

 

 

“Let’s rip-and-replace our CRM. That will fix our revenue 
problems.” ~ said no Best-in-Class Sales VP, ever.   

Unfortunately, this quote is, in all likelihood, regularly uttered 
with all seriousness by many under-performing sales leaders 
who, lacking other resources and experience, blame the 
technology platform for their having missed quota again and 
again.  

Putting CRM in its Place: Two Absolutely Essential 
Deployment Necessities 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platforms have been 
around long enough, and are so ubiquitous in the modern selling 
arena, that sales and IT leaders alike no longer focus on whether 
to implement, but on how to effectively deploy them. As 
essential to any scaled selling environment as email, phones, or 
PCs, CRM solutions are, nevertheless, often derided as labor-
intensive, user-unfriendly, counter-intuitive monoliths that are 

“I LOGGED MY CALLS INTO THE CRM. ARE 
YOU HAPPY NOW?”  
August, 2015 
 
Too often, CRM is seen as the equivalent of death and taxes: a necessary evil of daily selling life, often implemented by 
clueless IT departments with limited understanding of how their customer-facing colleagues actually organize their 
activities, data, prospects, or customers. In an always-on, mobile-centric world, do enterprise CRM investments diminish 
even further? 
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forced upon recalcitrant reps and channel partners against their 
will.   

The reason behind this discord is often due to elevated 
expectations, e.g. “the CRM upgrade will help us close more 
deals” and the like. Aberdeen considers CRM to be a crucial 
must-have, but only as a foundation of comprehensive Sales 
Effectiveness technology support for the modern seller, and 
definitely only as an effective one if the underlying data feeding 
the system is rich and accurate. In other words: the first 
unbreakable rule around CRM is that it must serve as the hub of 
the business development wheel, which cannot function without 
multiple other “spokes” detailed in research such as CRM + Sales 
Technologies: Integrating Your Way Toward President's Club 
(February 2015). Companies spending significant budget dollars 
on CRM improvements, without bolting to CRM the many “Sales 
2.0” solutions detailed in this research, are fruitlessly chasing a 
return-on-investment (ROI) that is unlikely to materialize, and 
are less able to deliver the desired outcomes associated with 
CRM spend in the first place.  

The second unbreakable rule acknowledges that GIGO (“garbage 
in, garbage out”) will kill CRM effectiveness…very effectively. 
Companies focusing on data quality enjoy better visibility into 
how their reps are performing, how they can be coached in real-
time, and how compliantly they actually use the CRM itself.  
Good data breeds better results in all of these cases, but 
accuracy is a concept easier said, than done – which is why 
relying solely on rep-entered notes is unwise, and why Best-in-
Class firms turn to other internal and automated data sources to 
add objectivity to each opportunity. 

Speaking of CRM adoption, let’s address that elephant in the 
room.  Much as “a new CRM will fix all our problems” is wishful 
thinking, so is the common, related perception that improving 
the percentage of sales rep (and channel partner) CRM utilization 

As a leading 
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adoption does 
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is a worthwhile business goal in and of itself.  Aberdeen’s 
research shows that as a lagging indicator of sales and corporate 
success, increased CRM adoption has little value.  It’s not likely 
that an under-performing sales VP will be told, “you missed 
quota, but CRM use is way up, so you get to keep your job.” As a 
leading indicator, however — focusing more on (and measuring) 
granular activities associated with smart selling, rather than 
hoping for innocuous results —CRM adoption does represent a 
valuable metric, from two perspectives: 

 In the CRM research referenced above, companies 
reporting a clear trend in simultaneously growing CRM 
adoption and the integration of related sales 
technologies — “CRM Expanders” — perform better than 
other firms around total team attainment of sales quota 
(32% better results), percent of reps achieving quota 
(24%), percent of quotes turning into orders (11%), and 
customer retention (5%). This is because these 
additional, integrated applications feed the core CRM 
with far more (and better) data — beyond what is 
essentially a contact management system and 
rudimentary forecasting tool for most users — about reps’ 
activities, messaging, and results, to turn engaging with 
the CRM from a passive chore to a proactive, supportive 
solution.  Such data flow must, by the way, be automated 
as part of integrating other applications into the 
CRM…no more of this 20th century waiting until day’s end 
to manually enter subjective content.  It needs to be an 
invisible process from the salespersons’ perspective, so 
they are not consciously expending time or energy adding 
(often subjective) data. 

 

 

The Sales Effectiveness Best-in-
Class Defined 
 
In March through May 2015, 
Aberdeen surveyed 322 end-user 
organizations to understand their 
sales effectiveness best practices. 
The performance metrics used to 
define the Best-in-Class (top 20%), 
Industry Average (middle 50%), 
and Laggard (bottom 30%) among 
these sales teams are: 
 
• 72% of sales reps achieving 
quota, vs. 48% among Industry 
Average and 37% for Laggard 
firms 
 
 • 7.4% average year-over-year 
increase in average deal size, vs. a 
2.8% increase for the Industry 
Average and a 5.7% decline 
among Laggard respondents 
 
• 6.7% average year-over-year 
improvement in (reduction of) the 
average sales cycle, vs.  0.4% and 
15.8% worsening of (growth in) 
cycles, respectively, for Industry 
Average and Laggard respondents 
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Figure 1: Why CRM Adoption is Worth the Effort…if Done 
Right 

Source: Aberdeen Group, June 2015 

 Secondly, we see in Figure 1 that Best-in-Class companies 
(sidebar, page 3) far outpace under-performers in overall 
sales rep utilization of the CRM. Adoption is not a lagging 
goal or mission for these high-level sales teams; rather, it 
is a natural leading indicator of a more technology-savvy, 
data-integrated, rep-friendly sales environment with 
technology to enable, not burden, time-strapped quota-
carriers. In other words, salespeople will gravitate toward 
a CRM that provides tools such as social selling, 
electronic signature, automated contracting, and game 
mechanics. If the integration of these solutions 
automatically captures data about their activities (phone 
call volume, effective language used with buyers, 
customer engagement with marketing content) to help 
their managers coach more effectively, all the better, and 
the easier it is to justify the ROI on the CRM investment 
itself.  

CRM data integration 
needs to be an 

invisible process from 
the salespersons’ 

perspective, so they 
are not consciously 

expending time or 
energy adding (often 

subjective) data. 
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Mobilizing Our Sales Team Was Supposed to be a Good Thing, 
Right? 

The answer to this question is yes… and no. Aberdeen’s research 
in CRM + Sales Mobility: Enabling Your Multi-Screen Seller 
(February 2015) clearly showcases the value of untethering those 
sellers, particularly in business-to-business (B2B) environments, 
whose quota attainment initiatives are positively influenced by 
live, in-person buyer interactions. It is still a fact, despite all the 
modern technology swirling around us, that people buy from 
people, especially those with whom they’ve had an opportunity 
to meet and develop mutual trust. We also see that Best-in-Class 
companies are dramatically more likely to report high or 
extremely high levels of mobilization, compared with under-
performing organizations (Figure 2).   

And yet, simply handing company-provided phones to sellers, or 
distributing a rudimentary web application allowing them to 
view CRM content on their own devices, are not forward-thinking 
initiatives that impact CRM adoption or sales results, in a 
vacuum.  Rather, the research shows that top performers build 
out full sales activity functionality into their mobile CRM access, 
creating an “anywhere, anytime, any device” opportunity for 
their reps and channel partners to truly perform their job 
regardless of time, place, form factor, or connectivity. Indeed, 
Best-in-Class firms deploy all of these mobile functionalities 
more aggressively than under-performing sales organizations: 

 Email 

 CRM access and data entry 

 Web-based product demos, conferencing, and live chat 

 Inventory access 

 Sales forecast access and data entry 

Predictive analytics baked into the 
CRM-integrated sales effectiveness 

solutions, such as speech analytics, 
can leverage the intelligence 

behind this data to determine next 
best steps, guided selling 

techniques, playbooks, and one-to-
one coaching opportunities. 
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Despite all the 
modern technology 
swirling around us, 
people buy from 
people, especially 
those whom they’ve 
had an opportunity 
to meet and develop 
mutual trust.  

 Access sales training 

Figure 2: Top Sales Performers Fully Empower Mobile Selling 
— But Don’t Lose Data Capture as a Result 

Source: Aberdeen Group, June 2015 

In all of these cases, the CRM-integrated technologies should — if 
you’ve invested properly — collect data about sales reps’ 
activities without them having to lift a finger. This data can then, 
in turn, be used to build more accurate forecasts, coach reps in 
real-time around what to say or send to buyers, streamline sales 
workflow, and even protect the company from over-promise-
under-deliver situations in the field. Such sales intelligence can 
also go a long way toward using predictive analytics — a 
common element in commercial sales effectiveness technology 
solutions today — to better inform both reps and managers 
around the newly enriched CRM data pointing to the most 
profitable and scalable field-based activities. 

Takeaways and Recommendations 

Much as no CRM stands alone as a panacea for under-
performance in professional selling, sales mobility for its own 
sake accomplishes little for both front-line sellers and their 
managers.  Consider this fact: 39% of Best-in-Class companies 
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report to Aberdeen that their CRM-based sales mobility practices 
allow for high or very high levels (4 or 5 on a 1-5 scale) of content 
creation —not just consumption —while only one-third of that 
percentage, 13%, of under-performing firms hold up to the same 
standard.  These top performers recognize two realities of 
modern selling: CRM platforms and distributed employees are 
sizeable investments best supported by building and automating 
the flow of objective data from field activities — phone calls, 
meetings, emails — into the CRM. Predictive analytics baked into 
the CRM-integrated sales effectiveness solutions, in turn, can 
leverage the intelligence behind this data to determine next best 
steps, guided selling techniques, playbooks, and one-to-one 
coaching opportunities for the sales manager savvy enough to 
leverage such knowledge.  
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